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Replacestr in informatica

Replaces characters in a string with a single character, multiple characters, or no character. REPLACESTR searches the input string for all the strings you specify and replaces them with the new string you specify. REPLACESTR ( , 1, [OldString2, ... OldStringN,] ) The following table describes the arguments for this command: Must be an integer. Determines whether arguments
in this function are case-sensitive. You can enter any valid transformation expression. When is there a number other than 0, the function is case sensitive. When there is a null value or 0, nothing is great to see how good it is. Must be a character string. Passes the strings you want to search. You can enter any valid transformation expression. If you transfer a numeric value, the
function converts it to a character string. If null is NULL, REPLACESTR RETURNS NULL. Must be a character string. The string you want to replace. You must enter at least one argument. You can enter one or more characters per argument. You can enter any valid transformation expression. You can also specify a text enthring book surrounded by single quotation marks, such
as <a0></a0> or <a1></a1>. If you transfer a numeric value, the function converts it to a character string. When REPLACESTR contains multiple arguments and one or more arguments are NULL or blank, REPLACESTR ignores the argument. When all arguments are NULL or empty, REPLACESTR returns . This function replaces the characters in the arguments in the order in
which they appear in the function. For example, if you enter multiple arguments, the first argument takes precedence over the second argument, and the second argument takes precedence over the third argument. When REPLACESTR replaces a string, the cursor is placed after the replaced characters before you search for the next match. Must be a character string. You can
specify one character, multiple characters, an empty string, or NULL. You can enter any valid transformation expression. If null or empty, REPLACESTR removes all instances of in . Empty string if REPLACESTR removes all characters in . NULL if null. if all arguments are NULL or empty. The following expression removes the double quotation marks and two different text strings
from weblog data for each row in the WEBLOG port: REPLACESTR( 1, WEBLOG, '', 'GET ', 'HTTP/1.1', NULL ) GET/news/index.html HTTP/1.1 GET/companyinfo/index.html HTTP/1.1 GET /companyinfo/index.html The following expression changes the title of certain values for each row in the TITLE port: REPLACESTR ( 0, TITLE, 'rs.', 'iss', 's.' ) The following expression shows
how the REPLACESTR function replaces multiple arguments for each row in the INPUT port: REPLACESTR ( 1, INPUT, 'ab', 'bc', '*' ) The following expression shows how the REPLACESTR function replaces multiple multiple multiples for each row in the INPUT port: REPLACESTR ( 1, INPUT, 'ab', 'bc', 'b' ) When you want to use a single quotation mark (') in one or , use the CHR
function. Use both the CHR and CONCATenate functions to link a single quotation mark to a string. Each quote is the only character that cannot be used in a string constant. Consider the following example: CONCAT( 'Joan', CONCAT( CHR(39), 's car')The following expression changes a string containing each quote for each row of the INPUT port: REPLACESTR ( 1, INPUT,
CONCAT('it', CONCAT(CHR(39), 's' )), 'its' ) Back to Top REPLACEHR is used to replace one character with another or remove specific characters from a string REPLACECHR( CaseFlag, InputString, OldCharSet, NewChar ) ArgumentRequired/OptionalDescriptionCaseull or 0 -&gt; Case-sensitive Other than 0 or NULL -&gt; case insensitive. InputStringRString where the
character will replaceOldCharSetRCharacter, which must be matched if two characters are specified, is treated as separate charactersNewCharRReplacement characters. When more than one character is specified, it is replaced with the first character. To replace a string with another or char with string use REPLACESTR Example: Remove all instances of a
REPLACECHR(0,input,',NULL) InputOutputApplemappleMappleAAANULL Example : Replace vowels with b REPLACECHR(1,input,'aeiou','b') InputOutputApplebpppplbMappleMbpplbAAAbbb is used, when an input string (or more) needs to be replaced with another string. Note the following example replacing ab and bc with * Preview : Replace old with new REPLACESTR ( 1,
INPUT, 'old', 'new') INPUTRETURN VALUEoldneoldneoldneoldskeyboardnewkeyboardold mousenew mouseholdhnew Example : More than input with a replacement REPLACESTR ( 1, INPUT, 'ab', 'bc', '*' ) INPUTRETURN VALUEabc*cabbc**abbbbc*bb*bc* ×Sort to disconnectCSS Error ×Sort to disconnectCSS Error Hello All, I worked to replace alphabets and special
characters, characters from number values, and cleaned data loaded to target. It works fine. However, if I have the input string with all special chacters as the input number in the source as @*%asB#$and replace function as replacestr(0,LTRIM(RTRIM(input)),'*',','','''@','''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''d','e',
'f','g',''h','h','i',','u','v','',''','',''y','s','''In this case, I have taken the input number value as strict data type and wrote the above replacestr function. So incase of input number with a combination of only special chacters and alphabets, replacestr function is loading 0 in target, while the expectation is to load NULL, which will be lateron stop processing data. Can someone explain if in such
an input value, how can I achive NULL value in output. We have a requirement in which we must replace or remove the '' character (which is an unrecognizable, undefined nature) present in our source. While my workflow it runs successfully but when I check entries in the target they are not committed. I get the following error in Informatica Error execution query for record 37:
6706: The string contains an untranslatable character. I tried features like replace_chr, reg_replace, replace_str etc, but none seem to work. Please advise on how to get rid of this. Any response is much appreciated. 16 Answers Hope this helps. Helps.
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